
Closing Outbound
Sales Leads

Outbound leads require more skill, patience, and effort than inbound leads, but

the right strategy can quickly scale any sales organization.
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It All Starts With a Cold Call

A cold call is not a “BANT” session. The caller has a limited
window to extract as much information as possible, so it is
important to make it count. The goals are much simpler
than often portrayed. Uncover and match 2-3 existing pain
points to your solution, generate interest, and set the
Account Executive up for success. Not every prospect is up
for an interview but ending the call with the following can
go a long way. “Is there anything about your situation that
you would like (insert AE’s name) to know ahead of time to
help them prepare and make good use of your time?”
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Cold calling strategies and processes are plentiful.
We will focus on the goals and outcomes of an
effective call. 



Create templates for your calendar invites that include
an agenda.

The invite is another touchpoint to relay information and
demonstrate professionalism. Standard, automated invites
contain entirely too much meeting information and
lack creativity.

The confirmation process is also critical. Make one call the
day before, or morning of. Leaving a voicemail is fine. This is
another opportunity to demonstrate professionalism.

Multiple automatic email reminders lack a personal touch.
Last, call to connect with the prospect if they are not on the
meeting at the scheduled time.

The lead hand-off process is an often overlooked,
but critical part of the process to maximize show
rate the prospect’s experience. 
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AE Execution,
it’s all about

discovery.
 

AE: “What are you most interested in
learning about?” Prospect: “I don’t
know yet, you called me.” 

The AE should open the conversation
by recapping the SDR’s conversation
then asking discovery questions to
better understand the prospect’s
situation. The AE should then show
the most relevant aspects of the
offering. This demonstrates good
internal communication and respect
for the prospect’s time.

This is not the time to go straight
into an hour-long product tour
without taking a breath.

Too many outbound

demos start with an

inbound question.
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Develop a marketing
sequence for outbound
leads once they are no
longer active
opportunities in the
AE’s pipe.

An outbound prospect has invested time and effort
to learn about the offering. They are now educated
and engaged. That demonstrates significantly more
activity than most contacts in the top of the
marketing funnel.The timing may not have been
there, but the problem still exists. Perhaps the
offering was missing a feature on your roadmap?
Keep the AE working fresh ops and not endlessly
following up with stale ones. Stay engaged with the
prospect through a low touch marketing message.
You never know when a trigger event may come up
and a sale find’s its way to your inbox.
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Set realistic expectations for
your campaigns.

That is not the case with outbound and is reflected in the
performance metrics.  Every value prop is different. There
are plenty of exceptions to any rule. However, there are
some general guidelines to use when building your
outbound model. Outbound appointments will normally
have a 60-70% show rate. Outbound close rates are
generally 50% of inbound close rates. You will typically close
25% of outbound leads if your inbound close rate is 50%. The
sales cycle is generally 1.5X of inbound. 

North State Consulting provides sales consulting and
outbound lead generation services. Visit

www.northstateconsultingllc.com for more information.
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Inbound leads involve raising their hand to learn more. 

http://www.northstateconsultingllc.com/

